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Class-Incremental Learning for Wireless Device
Identification in IoT
Yongxin Liu, Jian Wang, Jianqiang Li, Shuteng Niu, and Houbing Song, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Deep Learning (DL) has been utilized pervasively in
the Internet of Things (IoT). One typical application of DL in
IoT is device identification from wireless signals, namely Noncryptographic Device Identification (NDI). However, learning
components in NDI systems have to evolve to adapt to operational
variations, such a paradigm is termed as Incremental Learning
(IL). Various IL algorithms have been proposed and many of
them require dedicated space to store the increasing amount
of historical data, and therefore, they are not suitable for IoT
or mobile applications. However, conventional IL schemes can
not provide satisfying performance when historical data are not
available. In this paper, we address the IL problem in NDI from a
new perspective, firstly, we provide a new metric to measure the
degree of topological maturity of DNN models from the degree
of conflict of class-specific fingerprints. We discover that an
important cause for performance degradation in IL enabled NDI
is owing to the conflict of devices’ fingerprints. Second, we also
show that the conventional IL schemes can lead to low topological
maturity of DNN models in NDI systems. Thirdly, we propose a
new Channel Separation Enabled Incremental Learning (CSIL)
scheme without using historical data, in which our strategy
can automatically separate devices’ fingerprints in different
learning stages and avoid potential conflict. Finally, We evaluated
the effectiveness of the proposed framework using real data
from ADS-B (Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast), an
application of IoT in aviation. The proposed framework has
the potential to be applied to accurate identification of IoT
devices in a variety of IoT applications and services. Data and
code available at IEEE Dataport (DOI: 10.21227/1bxc-ke87) and
https://github.com/pcwhy/CSIL.
Index Terms—Internet of Things, Cybersecurity, Big Data
Analytics, Non-cryptographic identification, Zero-bias Neural
Network, Deep Learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) is characterized by the interconnection and interaction of smart objects (objects or devices
with embedded sensors, onboard data processing capabilities,
and means of communication) to provide applications and
services that would otherwise not be possible [1]–[3]. The
convergence of sensors, actuators, information, and communication technologies in IoT produces massive amounts of
data that need to be sifted through to facilitate reasonably
accurate decision-making and control [4]–[7]. A typical way to
implement smart decision functionality in IoT is by integrating
learning-enabled components through Deep Learning (DL)
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and Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). One typical application
of DNNs in IoT is the passive identification of IoT devices
through their wireless signals for Non-cryptographic Device
Identification (NDI) and Physical Layer authentication [8]–
[10]. DL and DNNs are effective in wireless device identification under various scenarios, however, DNN models in
these applications need to continuous evolving to adapt to
operational variations as new devices (as new classes) are
emerging. Such a continuous evolving scheme is termed as
Lifelong or Incremental Learning (IL). Conventional approaches require periodic retraining to update DNNs. In this
paradigm, DNNs are initialized from scratch and trained with
all past and present devices’ signals. Even though the best
accuracies are guaranteed in these Non-Incremental Learning
(Non-IL) schemes, the memory consumption and training time
can grow drastically as new devices are added in. Therefore,
there is a need for IL with a reasonable balance between
accuracy, memory consumption, and training efficiency. In IoT,
less or zero memory for historical data are preferred during
the continuous evolving [11].
Compared to conventional non-incremental learning (nonIL) schemes, DNN models can only use a very small proportion or even none of the data from the previous stages, a.k.a.
old tasks, while they are trained to recognize new devices.
The absence of data from old tasks results in Catastrophic
Forgetting, a phenomenon of significant degradation of accuracy after training on new tasks. IL has become an emerging
topic in machine learning, however, many of the methods are
not adaptable in IoT. For example, some works require storing
specifically chosen old data, and can consume a large amount
of memory [12] gradually. Other works require incrementally
training task-related generative models for knowledge replay,
but these generative models require notorious efforts [13]. In
addition, there are several attempts to either use regularization
or knowledge distillation to implement memoryless methods
to prevent DNNs from forgetting [11]. Balancing between
learning and forgetting is difficult, especially when the internal
mechanism of catastrophic forgetting is not yet clear. Besides,
there is a lack of theoretic explanation to explore the difference
between the key characteristics between IL and regularly
trained models.
In this paper, we explored the topological properties of
fingerprints in the final classification layers of DNN-enabled
wireless device identification models after IL and regular
training, we discovered that the main cause of catastrophic
forgetting is due to the nonoptimal distribution of feature
vectors and their reprentatives (fingerprints) in the latent space.
Based on the discoveries, we designed an enhanced IL scheme,
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the Channel Separation Enabled Incremental Learning (CSIL),
for wireless device identification systems. We manually introduced separations in representative spaces between different
tasks (learning stages). The effectiveness of the proposed
framework in massive signal recognition and improving the
incremental learning performance has been demonstrated. The
contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We provide a new metric, the Degree of Conflict (DoC),
to quantitatively analyze the topological maturity of DNN
models. Using this metric, we discover that DNN models
trained by conventional IL mechanisms are with low
topological maturity. This metric is helpful in understanding the internal mechanisms of DNNs.
• We provide a new perspective for the causality, the conflict of fingerprints, to explain the catastrophic forgetting
in DNN models.
• We provide an enhanced IL strategy, CSIL for incremental learning for DNN-enabled IoT device identification
systems and test the CSIL mechanism using real signal
datasets.
Our research offers not only a solution for accurate identification of IoT devices, but also useful for future development
of IL for DNNs. To our best knowledge, this is the first
study that jointly explores DNN and IL in Signal Intelligence
Applications. Right before the publication of this work, we
realized that our algorithm actually has solid evidence from
the most recent advancement of neural science [14]. We share
some similar findings as in [14], but from a totally different
perspective and a non-biological road map. In addition, we
provide the mathematical proof and are delighted to find an elegant connection between biological and artificial intelligence.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: A literature review of wireless device identification and incremental
learning is presented in Section II. We formulate our problem
in Section III with the methodology presented in Section III-D.
Performance evaluation is presented in Section IV with conclusions in Section V.
II. R ELATED WORKS
In this section, we will provide a brief review of wireless
device identification in IoT and Incremental Learning in deep
learning.
A. Wireless device identification in IoT
Specific device identification is emerging as a solution to
Physical layer security of IoT. The methods aim to recognize
IoT devices based solely on their signals. Corresponding
methods can be classified into two categories: specific feature
based and deep learning based approaches.
The specific feature based approaches require human efforts
to discover distinctive features for device identification. The
methods rely on the fact that there are various manufacturing
imperfectnesses in wireless devices’ RF frontends. These
imperfectnesses do not degrade the communication quality but
can be exploited to identify each transmitter uniquely. Those
features are named Physical Unclonable Features (PUF) [15],
[16]). Some works assume that the statistical properties of
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noise or errors could uniquely profile wireless devices. In [17],
the authors show that the phase error of Phase Lock Loop
in transmitters can provide promising results even with low
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). In [18], the authors use the error
between received signals and theoretical templates and use
time-frequency features to fingerprint different transmitters.
In [19], the authors employ the differential constellation trace
figure (DCTF) to capture the time-varying modulation error
of Zigbee devices. They then develop their low-overhead
classifier to identify 54 Zigbee devices.
Feature-based approaches require efforts to manually extract
features or high-order statistics for different scenarios. Therefore, more effortless and versatile methods are required. Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs) are frequently used as a generalpurpose blackbox for pattern recognition. and can significantly
reduce the hardship of manual feature discovery. In [20], the
authors provide a novel method that performs signal denoising
and emitter identification simultaneously using an autoencoder
and a Convolution Neural Network (CNN). Their solution
shows promising results even with low SNR. Similar work
in [21] employs a stacked denoising auto-encoder and shows
similar results. DNNs perform well even on raw signals. In
[22], the authors provide an optimized Deep Convolutional
Neural Network to classify SDR-based emitters in 802.11AC
channels, they show that, even by using raw signals without
feature engineering, CNN surpasses the best performance
of conventional statistical learning methods. In [23], neural
networks were trained on raw IQ samples using the open
dataset from CorteXlab. Their works also show similar results.
Compared with specific feature based approaches, deep neural networks dramatically reduce the requirement of domain
knowledge and the quality of fingerprints.
B. Incremental Learning in Deep Neural Networks
In general, DNNs are effective in non-cryptographic wireless device identification. However, a DL enabled wireless
device identifier has to learn new devices’ characteristics
during its life cycle. Such functionalities are defined as lifelong
learning or Incremental Learning (IL).
Conventionally, Transfer Learning (TL) are applied, neural
networks are pretrained in the lab and then fine-tuned for
deployment using specific data [24], [25]. In TL, the learning
components can forget a large proportion of the knowledge
they learn in the lab and adapt to new scenarios. In Incremental
Learning (IL), neural networks are trained incrementally as
new data come in progressively [26]. CL does not allow neural
networks to forget what they have learned in the early stages
compared with TL. Therefore, TL is useful when deploying
new systems, and CL is useful in regular software updates and
maintenance. The strategies to implement CL for DNN are in
three folds:
Knowledge replay: An intuitive solution for CL is to replay
data from old tasks while training neural networks for new
tasks. However, such a solution requires long training time
and large memory consumption. Besides, one can hardly
judge how many old samples are enough to catch sufficient
variations. Therefore, some studies employ generative networks or exemplars to replay data from old tasks [27]. In
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m̂i (t) = mi (t) + δi (t) = I(t) + i · Q(t)

(1)

where mi (t) is the message while the residual, δi (t), is
exploited to recognize a wireless device. δi (t) is also defined as
the pseudo noise signal. If δi (t) is uncorrelated with messages
mi (t), the recognition algorithm can be protocol-agnostic. In
this work, we use a Software-Defined Radio (SDR) receiver
(USRP B210) for signal reception, therefore, I(t) and Q(t)
are the in-phase and quadrature components respectively.
Suppose mi (t) is successfully extracted from m̂i (t) and we
also extract the frequency domain features from the pseudo
noise as:
δi (ω) = F F T [m̂i (t)] − F F T [mi (t)]

(2)

where ri (t) is the reconstructed rational baseband signal.
Please be noted that m̂i (t) is complex-valued (QPSK) while
ri (t) can be real-valued (2FSK, 2PSK, and etc.).

Convolutional layers

The last dense layer
or zero-bias layer

Softmax

Input
data

Results

Abnormality
detection
Direct pass through
Activated by Relu function

Fig. 1. Deep neural network for wireless device identification.

We have discovered that the last dense layer of a DNN
classifier performs the nearest neighbor matching with biases
and preferabilities using cosine similarity, We also show that
a DNN classifier’s accuracy will not be impaired if we replace
its last dense layer with a zero-bias dense layer [32], in which
the decision biases and preferabilities are eliminated. We can
denote its mechanism as (also in Figure 2):
Y1 (X) = W0 X + b
Y2 (X) = cosDistance(Y1 , W1 )

(3)

Conv2d 3x3x10

Conv2d 3x3x10

Where X is the output of the prior convolution layers, a.k.a.,
feature vectors. X is an N0 by q matrix, where N0 denotes
the number of features while q denotes the batch size. W 0
is an N1 by N0 matrix where N1 denotes the number of
embedded features. W1 is a matrix to store fingerprints of
different classes, namely the similarity matching layer and it
is a C by N1 matrix in which C denotes the number of classes,
we set N1 = 2C in this paper. Please be noted that in W1 ,
each row represents a fingerprint of corresponding class whilst
in Y 1 each column represents a feature vector in the latent
space. Intuitively, the last dense layer is spitted into two layers,
L1 for feature embedding and L2 for similarity matching. The
cosine similarity matching is denoted as:
Conv2d 5x5x10

cosDistance(Y1 , W1 ) = RU (W1 ) × CU (Y1 )
Dense

III. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Zero-bias Deep Neural Network for Wireless Device Identification
We focus on deriving a protocol-agnostic wireless device
identification system with incremental learning capability.
Suppose that the radio signal from a specific device i, is
denoted as m̂i (t):

We convert δi (ω) into a magnitude sequence (||δj (ω)||),
namely, Mag.-Freq. residuals, and a phase sequence (6 δi (ω)),
namely Phase-Freq. residuals, respectively. These three types
of signal features are passed through a Deep Neural Network
based wireless device identification model, depicted in Figure 1.

Input layer

[27], Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) based scholar
networks are proposed to generate old samples and mixed with
the current task. In this way, the deep neural network could be
trained on various data without using huge memories to retain
old training data [28]. However, data generators are not easy
to train and retaining old data will gradually consume a lot of
memory and thus not yet a good choice for wireless device
identification system in IoT.
Regularization: Initially, regularization is employed to prevent models from overfitting by penalizing the magnitude
of parameters [29]. In CL, regularization is employed to
prevent models from changing dramatically. In this way, the
knowledge (represented by weights) learned from the old tasks
will be less likely to vanish when trained on new tasks. In
Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC) [30], the algorithms identify important connections and protect them from changing
dramatically, in which noncritical connections are used to
learn new tasks. Regularization does not require storing old
samples or data generators but may not have a high accuracy
as knowledge replay.
Dynamic network expansion: Network expansion strategies
lock the weights of existing connections and supplement
additional structures for new tasks. For instance, the Dynamic
Expanding Network (DEN) [31] algorithm first trains an
existing network on a new dataset with regularization. The
algorithm compares the weights of each neuron to identify
task-relevant units. Finally, critical neurons are duplicated and
to allow network capacity expansion progressive. The problem
for the method is the need to know the task information to
select appropriate data flow paths.
Incremental learning, especially memoryless class incremental, is rarely covered in signal intelligence systems, such
as wireless device identification, thus motivating our research.

(4)

Where RU (·) and CU (·) denote deriving column-wise
and row-wise direction vectors (vectors’ magnitudes are normalized to one) of their inputs. Our prior results [32], [33]
prove that the zero-bias dense layer can work seamlessly with
backpropagation mechanisms and trained using regular loss
functions (e.g., binary crossentropy, etc.). Please be noted that

Input

X

Intermediate
layers

The last
dense layer

L1

Intermediate
vectors

X

W1

Y2

Softmax
layer

L2
Y1

W2

Outputs

b1

Activated by Relu function

Results

Direct pass through

Fig. 2. Data flow of zero-bias deep neural networks.
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Accuracy

B. Optimal separation of fingerprints

C
X

=

(1) (1)

(2) (2)

(N 1) (N 1)
xj

(5)

i=1,j<i
(2)

(N 1)

where fi
=
(xi , xi , · · · , xi ) and fj
=
(1)
(2)
(N 1)
(xj , xj , · · · , xj ) are devices’ fingerprint vectors.
Suppose we have C devices with N1 -D fingerprint vectors.
Noted that the fingerprints have been normalized into unit
vectors. Therefore, if we need to find the optimal value of
T D(·), we need to incorporate the constraints:
PN 1 (d)
∀i, g(fi ) = d=1 (xi )2 − 1 = 0
(6)
Equation 5 has now become a constrained optimization problem. We solve this constrained optimization problem with the
Lagrange Multiplier as:
L(f1 , · · · , fC , λ1 , · · · , λC )
= T D(f1 , · · · , fC ) −

PC

i=1

λi g(f i )

(7)

And we need to solve:
∇
(1)

(N 1)

x1 ···x1

L(f1 · · · fC , λ1 · · · λC ) = 0 (8)

1 ,λ ···λ
,··· ,x1C ···xN
1
i
C

Which results in a linear system of equations. For each kth
(k)
(k)
(k = 1 · · · N1 ) dimension of fingerprint vectors x1 , · · · , xC ,
we have:
PC
(k)
(i)
∂L
+ i=1,i6=1 x1 = 0
(k) = −2λ1 x1
x1

..
.
∂L
(k)
xC

0.6

1

30

0.8

20
10
0

0

50

100

150

-10
200

0.6
0.4

Zero-bias DNN
Regular DNN

0.2
0

-4

Iterations

-2

0

2

Degree of conflict

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. A comparison of regular and zero-bias DNN considering degree of
conflicts and training accuracy.

Given that k = 1 · · · N1 , we have N1 Equations with an
identical form of Equation 11. By summing them up, we have:

xi xj + xi xj + · · · + xi
(1)

Acc. of Zero-bias DNN
Acc. of regular DNN
DoC of Zero-bias DNN
DoC of regular DNN

40

CosineDistance(fi , fj )

i=1,j<i
C
X

0.8

0.4

Intuitively, if the devices’ fingerprints are distantly separated
in the latent space, we will have less chance to confuse them.
To quantify the separation, the sum of the mutual cosine
distances of all devices’ fingerprints in a classification model
can be defined as:
T D(f1 , · · · , fC ) =

1

Accuracy

even if L2 can be replaced by a regular dense layer, it can also
be viewed as a similarity matching layer, but the matching
results are weighted and biased [32].

..
···
.
PC
(i)
(k)
= −2λC xC + i=1,i6=C xC = 0

(9)

This is a homogeneous system of equations, and it is unlikely
that it only has a trivial solution (zeros). Hence, λ1 = λ2 =
· · · = λC = −0.5 and Equation 9 can be converted into one
equation:
PC
(k)
=0
(10)
i=1 xi
We square Equation 10 and expand it. According to Multinomial Theorem [34] we have:
PC
PC
(k) 2
(k) (k)
(11)
i=1 (xi ) + 2
n=1,m<n xn xm = 0

N1 X
C
N1
X
X
(k)
(xi )2 + 2
k=1 i=1

C
X

(k)
x(k)
n xm = 0

(12)

k=1 n=1,m<n

On the left of Equation 12, the first part is the sum of the
magnitude of fingerprint vectors. And its value is C. The
second part is exactly two times T D(f1 , · · · , fC ) in Equation
5. Therefore, we have:
Remark 1. The sum of the mutual cosine distances of classes’
fingerprints of the zero-bias DNN at a converging point is a
predictable constant:
C
(13)
2
When such a value is reached, the separation of fingerprints
are maximized in the latent space, indicating the lowest degree
of conflict. We will use the term Degree of Conflict (DoC) to
describe the characteristic of the zero-bias DNN. Noted that
the range of DoC is from − C2 to C(C−1)
. The maximum value
2
is reached when all fingerprints collide into one single vector.
To demonstrate the Remark 1, we use a simple DNN [35]
with two configurations. In the first configuration, a regular
dense layer is applied for the final classification. And in
the second configuration, the last dense layer is modified
to perform the cosine similarity matching as in Equation
3. The two models are trained on the hand-written digit
dataset (MNIST). And the change of DoC and accuracy during
training are depicted in Figure 3. In Figure 3a, the degree of
conflict of zero-bias DNN model converges to the predicted
optimal constant − 10
2 = −5. However, in the regular DNN
model, the metric stops at a nonoptimal point, −3. Notably,
higher accuracy could sometimes reflect a lower DoC between
fingerprints. Figure 3b also reveals that the zero-bias DNN
model is less sensitive to the variation of DoC.
T D(f1 , · · · , fC ) = −

C. Analyzing the catastrophic forgetting from the conflict of
fingerprints
With the cosine similarity matching mechanism. One may
assume that incremental learning can be performed by simply
inserting new fingerprints. However, we discover that such an
intuitive method could cause significant performance degradation. An important factor to cause the performance degradation
is the conflict of fingerprints.
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Fig. 4. Distance matrix of fingerprints after inserting new fingerprints and
finetuning.

separation between old and new fingerprints, the conflict
between fingerprints can not be resolved. Under such criteria,
the resulting DNN’s performance will not be comparable to
training with all data from scratch.
Proof. Suppose that we have N1 classes at the initial stage and
m new classes to learn afterwards. We define that the averaged
cosine distance between N1 fingerprints is D̄0 , according to
Remark 1, after initial training we have:
N1
1
N1 (N1 − 1)
D0 = −
and D0 = −
2
2
N1 − 1

(14)

When we have N1 + m classes, D̄0 has to become:
To exemplify this phenomenon, we use two DNN models
with an architecture specified in Figure 1, we modify their last
dense layers as in Figure 2, we use cosine similarity matching
in L2 for the first DNN model and use regular dense layer
for L2 for the second one, and therefore, the second DNN
is a regular DNN. The two models are tested using a twostage incremental learning scheme: a) in the first learning
stage, the two models are first trained on a wireless signal
identification dataset [36] to classify 18 most frequently seen
wireless devices. b) Before the second learning stage, we insert
the hypothetic fingerprints (generated by averaging feature
vectors) of the remaining 16 new devices into their similarity
matching layers and freeze all prior layers and fingerprints
of learned devices. c) In the second stage, the IL stage, we
finetune the newly inserted fingerprints. After the two-stage
learning, the cosine similarity matrix of fingerprints in the two
models before and after incremental learning is compared in
Figure 4.
The results in Figure 4 indicate a typical conflict scheme. On
the one hand, some fingerprints of the newly learned classes
(devices) are less distantly separated as they have higher cosine
similarities. On the other hand, some new devices’ fingerprints
have high cosine similarities with old devices’ fingerprints.
These two factors jointly cause conflict and confusion. A more
detail comparison is provided in Table I. The two models
degrees of maturity after IL are far from the expected optimal
value. And DoC of the new fingerprints are also far from
optimal.
TABLE I
A COMPARISON OF THE DEGREE OF MATURITY OF DNN MODELS BEFORE
AND AFTER INCREMENTAL LEARNING .
DNN
models

DoC (Acc.)
initial training

DoC (Acc.)
a.f.t. finetuning

DoC of new
fingerprints

Acc. on new
/ old task

Regular
Zero-bias

-8.083 (90.54)
-8.96 (92.85)

-1.16 (65.2)
-4.3 (84.2)

9.05
4.03

75.5 / 54.2
76.2 / 91.3

Optimal value

-9

-18 (92.2)

-8

92.2 / 93.1

Interestingly, the zero-bias DNN outperforms the regular
DNN considering less catastrophic forgetting, herein, we will
implement our incremental learning algorithm based on zerobias DNN. Even though zero-bias DNN has an advantage in
IL, we claim that:
Remark 2. Without readjustment of old fingerprints or proper

D1 = −

1
N1 + m − 1

(15)

It means that if the classes’ fingerprints are to be distantly and
uniformly separated, the averaged angles of all old fingerprints
need to be reduced while learning new classes. This requirement can not be satisfied if the old fingerprints are locked or
prevented from changing. When the prior layers are locked,
the distribution of feature vectors in the latent space is fixed,
simply reducing the separation of fingerprints in old classes
will increase the degree of conflict and cause performance
degradation, as depicted in Figure 3b.
And if N1 + m gets larger, D1 will approximate zero, thus
the averaged separation angles between fingerprints should
approximate 90 degrees, that is, orthogonal. Therefore, we
believe that there will potentially be some improvement if we
can properly separate the fingerprints of old and new classes
into different topological spaces to avoid conflict.
D. Channel separation enabled incremental learning
To resolve the conflict of fingerprints, we proposed the
Channel Separation Enabled Incremental Learning (CSIL),
an integral approach incorporating dimension expansion and
channel separation as depicted in Figure 5. Intuitively, the
merits of this approach are: a) we let the fingerprints learned
at different stages to automatically use their task-specific
proportions (channels) of parameters in the feature embedding
layer. b) We control the directions of fingerprints and force the
fingerprints learned from different stages to be orthogonally
separated.
Task 3

A dense layer
shared by all
tasks

Input

Task 2
Task 1

Task-3

Input

Task-1

Convolution

Task-specific feature
embedding

Fig. 5. Channel separation for incremental learning

T3

0
T2

Task-2
T1

0

Similarity matching
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Where
is the weight matrix of the feature embedding
layer in (k − 1)th stage and w0 is the expanded proportion for
the kth task. We then expand the similarity matching layer of
the network as:
"
#
(k−1)
W1
0
(k)
W1 =
(17)
(k)
0
w1
(k−1)

Where W1
is the weight matrix of the similarity matching layer at in the (k − 1)th stage and w1 is the fingerprints for the kth task. The manually inserted zeros on the
one hand keep the fingerprints in different stages orthogonal
(depicted in Figure 6), on the other hand, they enable the
feature embedding layer to learn task-specific parameters in
different regions (a.k.a. channels). For instance, in Equation
(k)
17, the newly inserted fingerprints in w1 only make use of
(k)
embedded features from w0 in Equation 16.
We only train the network with data from the kth stage, we
use Knowledge Distillation (KD [37]) and Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC [30]) to prevent the model from forgetting.
Therefore, the loss function is defined as:

Channel separation IL
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At the initial stage, namely stage-0, we train a zero-bias
DNN as normal. When at the kth learning stage, stage-k. We
first expand the feature embedding layer’s weight matrix as:
h
iT
(k)
W0 = W0(k−1) w0(k)
(16)
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Fig. 6. Distance matrix of fingerprints after regular training and CSIL.

Where Y Sof tmax (Xk−1 |Θk−1 ) denotes the averaged outputs
of Softmax layer on validation set Xk−1 given parameter set
Ω, it approximates the posterior probability P (Xk−1 |Θk−1 ).
Fk−1 denotes the Fisher information matrix.
To exemplify the concept, in Figure 6, we compare the
fingerprints’ cosine similarity matrix after regular training
and CSIL using the same dataset and scheme specified in
Section III-C. In this experiment, the convolution layers, the
channels for the old task in the feature embedding layer, and
the manually supplemented zeros in the similarity matching
layer are locked. As a comparison, the DoC of fingerprints is
much less apparent compared to Figure 4. A more systematic
comparison is provided in Section IV.

L(Θk−1 , θk , Gm , Xk ) = LCE + LD + LEW C

IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

Where Θk−1 denotes the models’ weight at the (k − 1)th
(k)
(k)
stage. And θk = {w0 , w1 } denotes the extended weights
for the kth stage. Gm is a mask matrix, in which the value of
each element can only be zero or one. These elements are oneto-one bound to the parameters of a neural network to control
which parameter is locked or unlocked. Xk is the training
data of the kth stage. LCE is the cross entropy loss. LD is
the Knowledge Distillation loss:

In this section, we will evaluate the performance of CSIL
algorithm and compare it with the state-of-art.

LD = kRk−1 (Xk ) − Rk (Xk )k

(18)

Where Rk−1 (Xk ) is the response of (k − 1)th model on Xk
and Rk (Xk ) is the response of the kth model. F (·) denotes
the output of the similarity matching layer (L2 ). Knowledge
Distillation aims to penalize DNNs’ behavior from changing
drastically.
LEW C in Equation 18 represents the Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC) loss. In EWC, Fisher Information Loss is
used to measure the importance of existing parameters, we
define EWC Loss for incremental learning as:
1X
[Fk−1 · (Θk − Θk−1 )2 ]
(19)
LEW C (Θk ) =
2 i
Where Fk−1 denotes the Fisher Information (FI) matrix with
respect to the (k − 1)th task. Intuitively, this loss function
penalizes the change of critical parameters. The matrix can be
estimated as:

2
∂ log P (Xk−1 |Θk−1 )
Fk−1 =
∂Θk−1
P (Xk−1 |Θk−1 ) ≈ Y Sof tmax (Xk−1 |Θk−1 )
(20)

A. Evaluation dataset
We use real-world ADS-B signals to verify IL methods for
wireless device identification. ADS-B signals are transmitted
by commercial aircraft to periodically broadcast their enroute
information to Air Traffic Control (ATC) Centers in plain text.
These signals are easy to receive and decode but are subject
to identity spoofing attacks. We configure our SDR receiver
(USRP B210) with a sample rate of 8MHz at 1090MHz,
and for each piece of intercepted message, we use the first
1024 complex samples. This dataset is publicly available at
[38]. We first decode the ADS-B signals using a modified
version of Gr-ADS-B in [36] to extract the payloads, then the
aircraft’s identity codes are used as labels for the truncated
messages’ signals. We filter out the wireless transponders with
less than 500 samples and use the top 100 most frequently
seen transponders to construct the dataset. As in Section III-A,
we extract the pseudonoise supplemented with the frequency
domain information, we convert each truncated message signal
record into a 32 by 32 by 3 tensor. Finally, we got 100 wireless
transponders. We use 60% of the dataset for training and the
remaining 40% of the dataset for validation.
B. Performance comparison
In this subsection, we compare the CSIL algorithm with
other incremental learning algorithms that do not require
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Fig. 8. Comparison of incremental learning strategies for wireless device
identification

also prevent the network from forgetting. However, such a
combination also prevents the network from learning new
tasks. Therefore, elastic weight consolidation and knowledge
distillation jointly prevent the network from forgetting old
devices when training on new tasks, meanwhile, the channel

C. Ablation Analysis
We compare the averaged stage loss of the CSIL considering
three factors: a) the Fisher loss. b) The Knowledge Distillation
loss. c) The effect of channel separation. The results of
ablation analysis are given in Table II. Apparently, the integral
method combining channel separation, EWC, and Knowledge
Distillation provides the best performance.
Notably, without channel separation, the combination of
elastic weight consolidation and knowledge distillation can

EWC
Finetune
LwF

20

-60

Accuracy on all devices

historical data. The configurations of the selected methods are
as follows:
• Channel Separation Enabled Incremental Learning
(CSIL): We lock the convolution layers and channels in
the feature embedding layer which are used by old tasks.
We train the new task-specific channels and fingerprints
of devices.
• Learning without Forgetting (LwF): We lock the convolution layers and the feature embedding layer, we use
LwF to train the similarity matching layer.
• Elastic Weight Consolidation: (EWC)We lock the convolution layer and feature embedding layer, we train the
whole similarity matching layer. The EWC algorithm can
adjust old and new fingerprints simultaneously.
• Finetuning: We lock the convolution layer, the feature
embedding layer, and the old fingerprints, we train the
similarity matching layer on new fingerprints.
In these configurations, we set the initial learning rate to be
0.01, momentum to 0.9, and L2 regularization factor to be
0.01. Stochastic Gradient Descent is selected. We divide the
data tensors from 100 wireless devices into 5 batches. We
first train the selected DNN model with 20 randomly selected
devices and then incrementally train the model with other data
batches. During incremental training, the batch size is set to
64 and the models are trained for 10 epoches.
We compare their resulting models’ performance on old
and incrementally learned new devices as in Figure 8. Since
no historical data is available during incremental learning,
forgetting of old tasks are unavoidable. From Figure 8a, the
performances of all selected IL algorithms in recognizing
new devices are close to the optimal non-IL scheme, in
which the proposed CSIL yields the highest accuracy after IL
while finetuning with locked old fingerprints shows the worst
result. Comparably, in Figure 8b, in preventing forgetting,
CSIL’s performance is not as good as finetuning with locked
weights after learning more than 60 wireless devices (classes).
Finetunning with locked weights prevents DNN models from
forgetting but with a side effect that prevents the network
from learning new devices. The overall performance is given
in Figure 8c, our proposed algorithm CSIL yields the best
performance on both old and new tasks.
A comparison of the metric, the Degree of Conflict (DoC),
of all devices’ fingerprints during incremental learning, is
given in Figure 7. The propose method, CSIL, yields the
lowest DoC. Please be noted that the models’ DoC values are
still lower than the optimal values (please refer to Equation
13) after incremental learning.
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TABLE II
A BLATION ANALYSIS OF CSIL. A LL METRICS ARE IN PERCENTAGE .
Approaches
CS
CS
CS
CS
1
2
3

+
+
+
+

EWC
EWC
EWC
EWC

+
+
+
+

KD
KD
KD
KD

Initial Acc.1
95.2
95.2
95.2
95.2

Acc. with all
100 devices 2

New acc. at
the last stage

Old acc. at
the last stage

Forget / stage

83.5
75.3
70.5
70.5

90
82.4
91
91

73
66.3
50
50.2

4.5
5.78
9
9

Identification accuracy on the first 20 devices, at this stage the network is trained from scratch.
Overall accuracy (100 devices) after the last stage of incremental learning.
Averaged decrease of accuracy on all trained devices after each incremental learning stage.

3

New task accuracy
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100

8

topological maturity of DNN models and discover that one
important cause for performance degradation in IL is the
conflict of classes’ representative fingerprints, in which the
fingerprints of different devices (classes) are with high cosine
similarity, thereby causing confusion. Second, we also show
that the conventional IL schemes without using historical data,
can lead to DNN models with low topological maturity and
high DoC. Thirdly, based on the theoretic analysis, we propose
a new IL scheme, the CSIL, based on channel separation and
topological control of devices’ fingerprints at different stages
of learning. We evaluation our proposed solution using the
raw signal records from more than 100 aircraft’s wireless
transponders, and the experiments demonstrate that our CSIL
strategy provides the best balance between learning new devices incrementally while retaining the memory of old devices.
Therefore, we believe the CSIL and the metric for quantifying
the topological maturity of DNN models can be generalized
to other domains, such as virus detection or medical image
classification. In the future, we will focus on how to better
regulate the topological space of DNN models.
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separation mechanism prevents the conflict of class-specific
fingerprints.
A more detailed comparison is presented in Figure 9. In Figure 9a, if the channel separation mechanism is not available,
the DNN model will not perform well in learning new devices
(classes), as analyzed in Remark 2, the incrementally inserted
fingerprints of new devices can conflict with the existing
ones, causing the performance degradation. In Figure 9b,
the integral solution, CSIL, yields the highest accuracy in
terms of memorizing old devices. Interestingly, the integral of
knowledge distillation and elastic weight consolidation ranks
the second place in memorizing old devices while showing the
worst performance for learning new ones. Therefore, the CSIL
provides the best balanced performance between learning and
forgetting.
V. C ONCLUSION
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(CSIL), for wireless non-cryptographic device identification
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